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	This book provides an introduction to programming in Pascal for the complete beginner. It starts with the fundamental concept of a stored program and works through to the manipulation of records in dynamic storage. The style of presentation is pictorial, with well-chosen illustrations replacing lengthy descriptions. Besides defining the statements and structures of Pascal, this book illustrates the use of such features in small, but complete, programs. The programs themselves introduce fundamental techniques of programming and tools of the programmer's trade. This book may be used as a self-contained reference manual for ISO 7185 Pascal.
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ActionScript CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
ActionScript's sheer volume of capabilities can be daunting. The ActionScript Cookbook breaks it all down into tasks that are relevant, practical, and insightful.  On top of hundreds of atomic recipes, it offers seven full chapters of larger sample applications. Appealing to all levels of ActionScript coders, this...
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jQuery in ActionManning Publications, 2008
A good web development framework anticipates what you need to do and makes those tasks easier and more efficient; jQuery practically reads your mind. Developers of every stripe-hobbyists and professionals alike-fall in love with jQuery the minute they've reduced 20 lines of clunky JavaScript into three lines of elegant, readable code. This new,...
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Data Converters for Wireless Standards (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2001
Wireless communication is witnessing tremendous growth with  proliferation of different standards covering wide, local and personal  area networks (WAN, LAN and PAN). The trends call for designs that  allow 1) smooth migration to future generations of wireless standards  with higher data rates for multimedia applications, 2) convergence of...
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Microsoft Office Word 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003
Hey, you know your way around a document—so now dig into Word 2003 and really  put your word processing expertise to work! This supremely organized reference  packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds  all in concise, fast-answer format. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Discover the  best and fastest...
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Advanced Cmos Process Technology (V L S I Electronics) (v. 19)Academic Press, 1989

	The microelectronics revolution persists. Technical innovations abound,

	and the performance-to-cost ratios for semiconductor devices, integrated

	circuits, and systems continue to grow. Although it might be entertaining, a

	historical account of the past three decades of microelectronics would

	provide little direct benefit to the...
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Developing Services for the Wireless Internet (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2006
The book supports the developers of services and applications for mobile phones, PDAs and smart phones. This new emerging domain is characterized by a very fast pace of change in the underlying technology, exposing products and applications to a constant risk of obsolescence. The relative youth of this field means that knowledge is comparatively...
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